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SCIENCE ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK AND CRITERIA
With Exemplars Drawn from Student Responses

WRITTEN ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

Questions dealing with science concepts assessed student understanding in the following areas:

• knowledge and concepts of science
� Matter has structure, and there are interactions among its components.
� Life forms interact within environments in ways that reflect their uniqueness, diversity, ge-

netic continuity, and changing nature.
� Basic gravitational and electromagnetic forces result in the conservation of mass, energy,

momentum, and charge.
� Earth and the physical universe exhibit form, structure, and processes of change.

• nature of science
� An understanding of the nature of scientific knowledge and the processes by which that

knowledge develops.

• relationship of science to technology and societal issues
� An understanding of the relationships among science, technology, and society.

Questions also dealt with conceptual knowledge and understanding, procedural knowledge and skills,
and the ability to use science to solve problems.

Questions that assessed conceptual knowledge and understanding asked students to
• outline, explain, or define concepts
• identify suitable examples of concepts
• suggest new ways of representing concepts

Questions that assessed procedural knowledge and skills asked students to
• recognize when a particular procedure should be used
• suggest procedures to solve particular problems
• modify familiar procedures to solve new problems

Questions that assessed the ability to use science to solve problems asked students to
• formulate problems
• apply a variety of strategies to solve problems
• produce solutions to problems
• assess given solutions to problems
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WRITTEN ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND EXEMPLARS BY LEVEL - A SUMMARY

At level one, the student can

• describe physical properties of objects
• distinguish living things from non-living things
• recognize that energy can appear in different forms
• recognize that objects in the universe undergo change
• demonstrate care and accuracy during scientific investigations
• identify various technologies important to society

*
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At level two, the student can

• classify substances according to their physical properties
• compare various plant and animal adaptations
• know that the amount of energy in the universe is conserved but that it can change form and be

transferred
• know that the movement and the tilt of Earth affect cycles such as years, days, and seasons
• explain that there are different forms of scientific investigations and that their results may contra-

dict each other
• identify technologies that influence science, and science knowledge that leads to new

technologies

*
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At level three, the student can

• use chemical properties to compare and classify substances
• know that some life forms are unicellular and others are multicellular, and that life forms are

involved in the transfer of energy
• compare gravitational and electrical forces
• compare changes in Earth’s surface and their causes
• analyse experiments and judge their validity
• identify areas where science knowledge and technologies address societal problems

*
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At level four, the student can

• describe and compare particles in terms of protons, neutrons, and electrons
• state the importance and role of DNA
• analyse uniform motion in one dimension
• use the theory of plate tectonics to explain various geological activities
• explain that scientific progress is the result of ongoing experimentation and evaluation
• describe a situation where science or technology has affected our view of what the world is like

*
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At level five, the student can

• relate properties of substances to their molecular structure
• know that various factors can mutate DNA and that some mutations may be passed on to offspring
• analyse uniform motion in two dimensions
• evaluate evidence for the theory of plate tectonics
• explain conditions used to evaluate scientific theories
• show the influence of world views on science and technology

*
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PRACTICAL TASKS ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

Science inquiry skills are used to answer questions and solve problems about the world around us.
These skills facilitate the application of scientific knowledge to a variety of scientific, technological,
and societal issues.

Tasks that assessed science inquiry skills required students to

• identify questions that are, or should be, investigated
• carry out procedures
• select and use proper equipment and materials
• identify variables and controls in an experiment
• collect, organize, interpret, and communicate data
• design procedures

PRACTICAL TASKS ASSESSMENT CRITERIA BY LEVEL AND EXEMPLAR — A SUMMARY

At level one, the student can

• ask and identify relevant questions
• carry out identified procedures
• make relevant observations

At level two, the student can

• infer or predict possible answers to questions
• identify appropriate procedures and important variables
• organize and record observations and measurements accurately

At level three, the student can

• identify sources of error
• identify patterns, trends, and simple relationships
• extrapolate or interpolate

At level four, the student can

• formulate hypotheses and/or predictions to guide research
• organize and present data in concise and effective forms such as data charts, graphs, and math-

ematical and statistical treatments
• develop explanations by relating data to known information
• suggest alternatives or improvements to an experimental design

At level five, the student can

• design appropriate experiments
• evaluate the reliability and accuracy of data and explain its limitations
• evaluate the effects of sources of error
• identify factors that influence the acceptance or rejection of a body of evidence or a theory
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The exemplar that follows includes the task assigned to participants, followed by the actual response
of a student who successfully completed questions at all five levels.

CRATER CREATION
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CRATER CREATION


